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ABSTRACT
Problem statement.The cost of sequencing awhole human genome
has dropped from was around $20 million in 2004 to a million in
2008, and a mere $1,000 in 2015. This decrease in cost, together
with the advancements in sequencing technology, has allowed the
field of medical genomics to rapidly develop, enabling the design of
individualized drugs and diagnoses, helping mitigate risks, prevent
diseases and treat them effectively when they occur. Currently the
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amount of genomic sequencing data is doubling approximately ev-
ery seven months. At this rate more than an exabyte of sequencing
data will be produced per year, approaching zettabytes by 2025
[10]. Often, these data are unique: the samples are not available for
re-sequencing. The tools used to process these data also improve
over time. It is beneficial to regularly revisit and re-analyze data,
which requires their long-term storage. Consequently, data storage,
transmission, visualization and scalable processing have become
major challenges in the advancement of biological and medical sci-
ence research. This situation calls for state-of-the-art, efficient and
secured compressed representations of massive biological datasets,
that can not only alleviate the storage requirements, but also fa-
cilitate the exchange, dissemination and accession of these data.
This undertaking is of paramount importance, as data storage and
acquisition are becoming the major bottleneck, evidenced by the
recent flourishing of solutions enabling processing the data directly
in the cloud.

Defining the solution. Motivated by these facts, the Moving
Picture Experts Group (MPEG)—a joint working group of the Inter-
national Standardization Organization (ISO) and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)—has developed MPEG-G, a new
open standard [1] to compress, store, transmit and process genomic
sequencing data (https://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-g).
A detailed specification embeds mechanisms to resolve the above
technical difficulties, while ISO backing provides the assurance of
long-term support. The next crucial step is developing software
that delivers the benefits of MPEG-G.

Software development. We have developed GENIE, the first
open-source implementation of an encoder-decoder pair compliant
with theMPEG-G specifications (https://github.com/mitogen/genie/
tree/develop). GENIE is now focused on compression (up to 3-fold
reduction in disk footprint with respect to the current de facto
standard gzip), but also supports development of efficient data
transfer and APIs for operating directly on the compressed data.

Results. GENIE is a package constructed from several codes
that we integrated into a single application [2–5, 7–9, 11], imple-
menting parallelization using the same OpenMP paradigm across
all modules. The unaligned input data are split into streams to sep-
arate out read IDs and sequences from the quality scores. These
streams are directed into SPRING and CALQ, respectively, for initial
processing and conversion into descriptor streams that are max-
imally compressible by GABAC. GABAC is our rendition of the
popular CABAC (Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Code [6])
that is specifically designed for genomic sequences.

Given an input stream, the compression process of GABAC con-
sists of a five stage pipeline: (1) input parsing, (2) (optional) 3-step
transformation, (3) symbol binarization, (4) context selection, and
(5) CABAC. First the input descriptor stream is parsed into a stream
of symbols. These symbols are processed by the 3-step transfor-
mation stage that converts the symbol stream into transformed
sub-streams. For each transformed sub-stream, a binarization algo-
rithm converts each symbol into a bit string. It is chosen together
with a context selection algorithm. Finally, each bit of the bina-
rization is combined with a context and both are processed using
CABAC. GENIE packages the compressed data into a single output
file in a format that follows the MPEG-G specification.

A performance comparison was performed across several codecs,
including GABAC, gzip, bzip2, xz, rANS order-0 or rANS order-1.
Each codec was run on human whole genome sequencing chromo-
some 11 data from items 01 and 02 of the MPEG-G Genomic In-
formation Database (https://mpeg-g.org). The corresponding BAM
files are 6.9 GB and 4.2 GB in size, respectively. To bring all codecs
to the same denominator and make them comparable for this anal-
ysis, we modified the compression tools CRAM and DeeZ to enable
access to their internal data representations. These data were used
as descriptor streams, each encoded with the entropy codecs used
in CRAM (gzip, bzip2, xz, rANS order-0 or rANS order-1), plus
GABAC. This resulted in a test set of 129 descriptor streams. To
further emulate block-wise compression (random access capabili-
ties), all streams were limited to 200 MiB. This approach allows for
a more extensive test set in a random access environment, while
preserving a reliable representation of the coding performance for
each of the compared codecs. Measurements of compression ratio
and speed on each descriptor stream were ranked, and the rank
compared across the different input datasets. GABAC yields the
best compression ratios on average, and is faster than gzip and xz
in its optimal configuration. In its default configuration, freshly
downloaded from the repository, Genie gives a consistent 6.5X
compression ratio on Illumina FASTQ data (GIAB NA24694) in 1.5
hrs - 5.5 hrs (25X and 100X sequencing depth, respectively). The
genomic sequence stream itself is compressible up to 40X on large
datasets (>35X sequencing depth).

Conclusion. The GENIE framework delivers all the benefits of
MPEG-G data standard and will create a step-change in the field of
medical genomics by making genomic data storage 3-fold cheaper
and (re-)analysis 2-fold faster. Data sharing and annotation, which
is so important for research purposes, will be unburdened through
built-in security mechanisms. GENIE supports the vital tradition
of maintaining an open source ecosystem by fostering open data
format: it is already based on the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Inter-
operable, and Reusable) principles. Likewise, MPEG-G is designed
to continue the tradition of community-driven data infrastructure
that has been established in bioinformatics via the widely used
FASTQ and SAM formats.
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